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WASHINGTON:  American internet giants told Congress
Tuesday they were committed to cracking down on fake
news operations on their platforms like the ones Russians
conducted to meddle in last year’s US presidential elec-
tions. A day after bombshell indictments in a US probe of
Moscow’s election interference and possible coordina-
tion between President Donald Trump’s  campaign and
Russia, Facebook,Google and Twitter sought to assure
concerned lawmakers that they were taking necessary
steps to rid their platforms of disinformation, propaganda
and provocation.

In their testimony, the social media companies
revealed startling new data showing many more millions
of Americans were exposed to the fake news than previ-
ously thought. The new information gives the broadest
picture yet of the Russian effort to spread discord across
US society.

“We are deeply concerned about all of these threats,”
Facebook general counsel Colin Stretch told the Senate
Judiciary Subcommittee on Crime and Terrorism. “That
foreign actors, hiding behind fake accounts, abused our
platform and other internet services to try to sow divi-
sion and discord-and to try to undermine our election
process-is an assault on democracy, and it violates all of
our values.”

The closely-watched hearing comes as the first charges
in a US probe into Russian meddling reverberated through
Washington. One of three unsealed indictments brought
by US special prosecutor Robert Mueller revealed early
contacts between Kremlin-linked figures and a former
advisor of Trump’s campaign.

In Moscow, Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov
insisted the US accusations of election-meddling were
being made “without one piece of evidence.”

Staying ahead of threats 
Testimony by the three companies, whose executives

face more congressional questioning today, shows that
Russian activities were far greater than they had previous-
ly reported. Twitter has found that nearly 37,000 automat-
ed “bot” accounts with Russian links generated 1.4 million
tweets that were seen by a potential 288 million people in
the three months before the November 8, 2016 presiden-
tial election, the company said.

Twitter’s acting general counsel Sean Edgett acknowl-
edged that despite improvements that have helped the
company identify and suppress malicious automated and

human-generated activity, “we will need to evolve to stay
ahead of new tactics.” “We agree that we must do better
to prevent it,” he added. Facebook testified that some 126
million US users, a poten-
tially huge portion of the
voting public, may have
seen stories, posts or oth-
er content from Russian
sources.

“Foreign governments
like Russia-in the 2016
election cycle-were
deeply involved in manip-
ulating popular social
media websites with mis-
information to sow dis-
cord among Americans,”
Senator Lindsey Graham,
the subcommittee’s chairman, said in a statement.

He said social media manipulation by terror networks
and foreign governments is “one of the greatest challenges
to American democracy” and national security. Analysts

say Russia’s social media interference was part of a broad-
er effort to help Trump defeat Democrat Hillary Clinton.
Some lawmakers sounded exasperated about the extent of

the meddling, conducted in
part by “troll armies” like
the Russia-based Internet
Research Agency.

“What is really stag-
gering, and hard to fully
comprehend, is how easily
and successfully they
turned modern technolo-
gies to their advantage,”
Senator Dianne Feinstein
said. All three executives
faced intense questioning
about how they will count-
er such operations.

Google’s information security director Richard
Salgado said users next year will be able to learn the
source of each political ad on YouTube with a single
click on an icon above the ads. “We are committed to

doing our part,” Salgado said. But the social media
firms face the difficult challenge of keeping their plat-
forms open, in order to avoid accusations of censor-
ship and bias, and not becoming the curators of truth
in society.

The trio has already begun taking measures to try to
screen out manipulative Russian content.  Researchers
have identified efforts in the past year that aimed to make
white Americans angry at blacks, to hurt the image of fem-
inists, and other such targeting that may have hurt Clinton
and helped Trump.

Twitter announced last week it would no longer
accept advertising from Russia Today and Sputnik, two
Russian government-backed media groups that alleged-
ly hone their stories and news placement for political
impact. Facebook’s Stretch said the threat was of a
global magnitude. 

Asked by Graham whether he believed countries
like Iran or North Korea could launch similar social
media campaigns of misinformation, Stretch noted it
was “certainly” possible. “The internet is borderless,”
he said. — AFP
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Facebook, Google and Twitter seek to assure lawmakers

WASHINGTON:(From left), Facebook’s General Counsel Colin Stretch,
Twitter’s Acting General Counsel Sean Edgett and Google’s Law
Enforcement and Information Security Director Richard Salgado, are sworn
in for a Senate Committee on the Judiciary, Subcommittee on Crime and
Terrorism hearing on Capitol Hill in Washington on Tuesday.—AP

MOSCOW: A woman uses a laptop under the “.ru” domain zone sign
during the 10th Russian Internet Week in Moscow yesterday.—AFP
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BOSTON: For nearly a century, the National Braille
Press has churned out millions of pages of Braille
books and magazines a year, providing a window on
the world for generations of blind people.

But as it turns 90 this year, the Boston-based print-
ing press and other advocates of the tactile writing
system are wrestling with how to address record low
Braille literacy.

Roughly 13 percent of US blind students were con-
sidered Braille readers in a 2016 survey by the
American Printing House for the Blind, another major
Braille publisher, located in Louisville, Kentucky. That
number has steadily dropped from around 30 percent
in 1974, the first year the organization started asking
the question.

Brian Mac Donald, president of the National Braille
Press, says the modern blind community needs easier and
more affordable ways to access the writing system devel-
oped in the 1800s by French teacher Louis Braille. For the
National Braille Press and its 1960-era Heidelberg press-
es, that has meant developing and launching its own elec-
tronic Braille reader last year - the B2G .

“Think Kindle for the blind,” Mac Donald said as he
showed off the portable machine - which has an eight-
button keyboard for typing in Braille as well as a refre-
shable, tactile display for reading along in Braille - dur-
ing a recent tour of the press’ headquarters near
Northeastern University. The venerable press, which
started as a Boston newspaper for the blind in 1927,
has also looked beyond printing Braille versions of
popular books and magazine titles.

Educational materials like school textbooks and
standardized tests, as well as business-related publica-
tions like restaurant menus, instruction manuals and
business cards, comprise an increasingly larger share
of revenues, Mac Donald said.

“Braille isn’t dead by any means,” he said. “But it
needs technology to adapt and evolve.” Waning inter-
est in Braille has been a challenge since the 1970s,
when school districts started  de-emphasizing it in
favor of audio learning and other teaching methods,
said Chris Danielsen, spokesman for the National
Federation of the Blind in Baltimore. New technology
has allowed people with visual impairments to live
more independently than ever, but they’re also playing
a role in eroding Braille’s prominence, said Cory
Kadlik, a 26-year-old Massachusetts native who lost
his sight as an infant. —AP
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Scientists mine 
‘star scar’ 
to unlock 
space secrets
PARIS: Since early September, the
denizens of this normally hushed burg in
central France have been serenaded by an
industrial drill poking holes around town
and pulling up cylinders of rock.

That’s because Rochechouart, popula-
tion 3,800, and its medieval castle are built
on top of an astrobleme. “An astrobleme-
which literally means ‘star scar’-is the name
given to traces left by a major meteorite
impact,” explained Philippe Lambert, one
of the astrogeologists trying to unlock its
secrets. This particular impact crater was
made by a massive space rock that crash-
landed more than 200 million years ago,
and has intrigued scientists since its dis-
covery in the 19th-century.

“You have a nugget under your feet!,”
the famous Canadian astrophysicist Hubert
Reeves enthused in 2011 while visiting the
research project here he helped launch. 

Since then, scores of scientists-geolo-
gists, paleontologists, exobiologists-from a
dozen countries have submitted requests
to examine the space rock up close.

Lambert-who devoted his 1977 doctoral

thesis to France’s only known astrobleme-
today directs the International Center for
Research on Impacts at Rochechouart
(CIRRI).  The centre is coordinating the
first-ever drilling and excavation at the site.
“About 200 million years ago-before the
Jurassic period, and even before the planet’s
continents split apart-a six-billion-ton
meteorite about a kilometer in diameter
crashed here,” said Pierre Poupart, who
overseas a natural reserve set up around the
crater. “It was travelling at about 72,000
kilometres (45,000 miles) per hour.”

The impact-which vaporized the mete-
orite-was roughly equivalent to several
thousand Hiroshima-sized atomic bombs,
and almost certainly destroyed all life within
a radius of some 200 kilometres (125 miles).
The landscape was changed forever. The
Rochechouart astrobleme is unusually close
to the surface, making it easier to study. 

A natural laboratory 
“We are walking on it,” said Lambert.

“We don’t even have to dig through a layer
of dirt to reach it.” The drilling, scheduled
through November, will yield 20 core sam-
ples taken one to 120 meters (yards) below
the surface from eight different sites across
a 50-hectare (124-acres) area.

The 600,000 euro ($700,000) project,
funded by the French state and the
European Union, could be the beginning of
a long adventure, said Lambert. “There’s
everything here to justify an open-air lab-
oratory,” he mused. Some scientists hope
to tease out remaining mysteries about

how such meteorites form, and what that
might tell us about their evolution in space.

Others are on the hunt for chemical
traces that could shed light on the emer-
gence of life on Earth, and which of the raw
ingredients essential for life came from
space. Geologists are curious about how
such a cataclysmic impact might have
released water held within rock formations,
while palaeobiologists are looking at how
an event that could massively destroy life
also, at the same time, creates conditions
for new lifeforms to emerge.

“This doesn’t mean that the secret of life
is under our feet,” said Poupart. “But
studying what happened here 200 million
years ago could tell us a lot.”

Once they are secured, tagged and
archived, the Rochechouart rock cores will
be made available to researchers around
the world, he said.

“We would like to see this site become
a natural laboratory benefiting national and
international research,” France’s National
Centre of Scientific Research said in a
statement. —AFP

Sony revives pet 
AI project with 
updated AIBO 
robot dog
TOKYO: Japan’s Sony Corp said yesterday it has brought
back AIBO more than a decade since it last made the
robotic dog, as the electronics and entertainment firm
seeks to rebuild its reputation for innovation after years of
restructuring. The announcement comes a day after Sony
confirmed its renaissance by forecasting its highest-ever
profit this financial year, sending its shares surging to a
nine-year high.

AIBO is billed as a pet that behaves like a real dog
using artificial intelligence (AI) to learn and interact with
its owner and surroundings. The upgrade sees AIBO
equipped with new sensing and movement technologies as
well as far more advanced AI backed by cloud computing
to develop the dog’s personality. Sales begin in Japan in
January for 198,000 yen ($1,739).

Sony pioneered entertainment robots with AIBO in
1999. It sold about 150,000 dogs in Japan before ceasing
production seven years later when its core consumer
electronics business struggled in price wars with emerg-
ing Asian rivals. “It was a difficult decision to stop the
project in 2006, but we continued development in AI and
robotics,” Chief Executive Officer Kazuo Hirai said at a
news briefing.

“I asked our engineers a year and a half ago to develop
(new) AIBO because I strongly believe robots capable of
building loving relationships with people help realize

Sony’s mission (to inspire).” The reborn AIBO features
new actuator technology allowing it move more smoothly
and naturally like a real dog. With sensing and AI tech-
nologies, AIBO can run toward its owner and detect
smiles and words of praise, and can remember what
actions please the owner. Its eyes are made of organic
light emitting diode (OLED) displays making it capable of
diverse expressions.

Sony said it aims to sell at least as many new AIBO as
the original, without giving a time frame. It also said it is
considering overseas sales. The firm sees AI as a future
pillar of growth, hoping to catch up with major technology

companies such as Facebook Inc , Apple Inc and Alphabet
Inc’s Google.

It invested an undisclosed sum last year in Cogitai, a US
AI start-up focusing on technology that allows machines
to learn continually and autonomously from interaction in
the real world. It also established a venture capital fund to
build partnerships with researchers and start-up compa-
nies in AI and robotics.

Earlier this year, Sony Education launched its first
product, Koov, which aims to teach children coding
through building and programming robots using plastic
blocks. —Reuters

BOSTON: In this Oct 17, 2017 photo collator
Elizabeth Bouvier, of Natick, Mass, assembles
pages of a braille book at the National Braille
Press in Boston. —AP

This handout photo taken by NASA/ESA Hubble Space Telescope and
released on October 27, 2017 shows a chock-full of galaxies - each
glowing speck is a different galaxy, bar the bright flash in the middle of
the image which is actually a star lying within our own galaxy that just
happened to be in the way. —AFP

TOKYO: Sony’s latest entertainment robots “aibo” are displayed during a press preview at the
company’s headquarters in Tokyo yesterday.—AFP


